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(54) CLOTHING PROCESSING APPARATUS

(57) A clothing treatment apparatus according to the
present disclosure includes a frame, a hanger body which
is disposed to be movable to the frame and is provided
to hang clothing or a hanger, a vibrating body which is
rotatably provided about a predetermined central axis
having a fixed relative position to the frame, a first ec-
centric portion which is supported by the vibrating body
and rotates with eccentric weight about a predetermined
first rotation axis spaced apart from the central axis, a
second eccentric portion which is supported by the vi-
brating body and rotates with eccentric weight about a
predetermined second rotation axis which is spaced
apart from the central axis and is the same as or parallel
to the first rotation axis, and a hanger driving unit which
is disposed in the vibrating body and is connected to the
hanger body at a position spaced apart from the central
axis. A centrifugal force of the first eccentric portion with
respect to the first rotation axis and a centrifugal force of
the second eccentric portion with respect to the second
rotation axis are provided to be reinforced with each other
when the vibrating body generates a rotational force
about the central axis, and are provided in directions op-
posite to each other when the vibrating body does not
generate the rotational force.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a structure
which vibrates clothing in a clothing treatment apparatus.

[Background Art]

[0002] A clothing treatment apparatus refers to all ap-
paratuss for managing or treating clothing, such as wash-
ing or drying cloth, or removing wrinkles of clothing at
home or in a laundry. For example, the clothing treatment
apparatus includes a washing machine for washing cloth-
ing, a dryer for drying clothing, a washing machine/dryer
having both washing and drying functions, a refresher
for refreshing clothing, a steamer to remove unnecessary
wrinkles of clothing, or the like.
[0003] More specifically, the refresher is a apparatus
for making clothing more pleasant and fresh, and per-
forms functions such as drying clothing, supplying fra-
grance to clothing, preventing occurrence of static elec-
tricity in clothing, and removing wrinkles of clothing. In
general, the steamer is a apparatus which removes wrin-
kles of clothing by supplying steam to clothing, and unlike
a typical iron, in the steamer, clothing does not come into
contact with a heating plate, and thus, it is possible to
delicately removes wrinkles of the clothing. A clothing
treatment apparatus is known, which has functions of the
refresher and the steamer together and performs func-
tions such as removing wrinkles and odors of clothing
stored therein by using steam and hot air.
[0004] In addition, a clothing treatment apparatus is
known, which exerts a function of unfolding wrinkles of
clothes by vibrating (reciprocating) a clothing hanger rod
in a predetermined direction.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] In the related art, when a hanger rod is vibrated,
there is a problem that unnecessary vibrations occur
even in a direction other than a vibrating direction. A first
object of the present disclosure is to solve this problem
and minimize unnecessary vibrations.
[0006] A second object of the present disclosure is to
effectively increase an excitation force in the vibrating
direction applied to the hanger rod while minimizing the
unnecessary vibrations.
[0007] In the prior art, an amplitude is maintained even
when a frequency of the hanger rod is changed, which
causes a damage in a product. A third object of the
present disclosure is to solve this problem and reduce
the damage of the product even if the frequency is
changed.
[0008] A fourth object of the present disclosure to
cause the hanger rod to perform a vibration motion ca-

pable of adjusting various frequencies and amplitudes,
when the hanger rod vibrates.

[Technical Solution]

[0009] In order to achieve the above-described ob-
jects, according to an aspect of the present disclosure,
there is provided a clothing treatment apparatus includ-
ing: a frame; a hanger body which is disposed to be mov-
able to the frame and is provided to hang clothing or a
hanger; a vibrating body which is rotatably provided
about a predetermined central axis having a fixed relative
position to the frame; a first eccentric portion which is
supported by the vibrating body and rotates with eccen-
tric weight about a predetermined first rotation axis
spaced apart from the central axis; a second eccentric
portion which is supported by the vibrating body and ro-
tates with eccentric weight about a predetermined sec-
ond rotation axis which is spaced apart from the central
axis and is the same as or parallel to the first rotation
axis; and a hanger driving unit which is disposed in the
vibrating body and is connected to the hanger body at a
position spaced apart from the central axis. A centrifugal
force of the first eccentric portion with respect to the first
rotation axis and a centrifugal force of the second eccen-
tric portion with respect to the second rotation axis are
provided to be reinforced with each other when the vi-
brating body generates a rotational force about the cen-
tral axis, and are provided in directions opposite to each
other when the vibrating body does not generate the ro-
tational force.
[0010] In order to achieve the above-described ob-
jects, according to another aspect of the present disclo-
sure, there is provided a clothing treatment apparatus
including: a frame; a hanger module including a hanger
body which is disposed to be movable to the frame and
is provided to hang clothing or a hanger; and a vibration
module which generates vibrations. The vibration mod-
ule includes a vibrating body which is rotatably provided
about a predetermined central axis having a fixed relative
position to the frame, a first eccentric portion which is
supported by the vibrating body and rotates with eccen-
tric weight about a predetermined first rotation axis
spaced apart from the central axis, a second eccentric
portion which is supported by the vibrating body and ro-
tates with eccentric weight about a predetermined sec-
ond rotation axis which is spaced apart from the central
axis and is the same as or parallel to the first rotation
axis, and a hanger driving unit which is fixed to the vi-
brating body and is connected to the hanger body at a
position spaced apart from the central axis. When weight
of the first eccentric portion is eccentric to the first rotation
axis in one direction (D1) of a clockwise direction (D11)
and a counterclockwise direction (D12) based on the cen-
tral axis, weight of the second eccentric portion is pro-
vided to be eccentric to the second rotation axis in the
one direction (D1). When the weight of the first eccentric
portion is eccentric to the first rotation axis in one direction
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(D2) of a centrifugal direction (Dr1) and a mesial direction
(Dr2) based on the central axis, the weight of the second
eccentric portion is provided to be eccentric to the second
rotation axis in a direction opposite to the one direction
(D2).
[0011] In order to achieve the above-described ob-
jects, according to still another aspect of the present dis-
closure, there is provided a clothing treatment apparatus
including: a frame; a hanger module including a hanger
body which is disposed to be movable to the frame and
is provided to hang clothing or a hanger; and a vibration
module which generates vibrations. The vibration mod-
ule includes a vibrating body which is rotatably provided
about a predetermined central axis having a fixed relative
position to the frame, a first eccentric portion which is
supported by the vibrating body and rotates with eccen-
tric weight about a predetermined first rotation axis
spaced apart from the central axis, a second eccentric
portion which is supported by the vibrating body and ro-
tates with eccentric weight about a predetermined sec-
ond rotation axis which is spaced apart from the central
axis and is the same as or parallel to the first rotation
axis, and a hanger driving unit which is disposed in the
vibrating body and is connected to the hanger body at a
position spaced apart from the central axis. When weight
of the first eccentric portion generates a centrifugal force
with respect to the first rotation axis in one direction (D1)
of a clockwise direction (D11) and a counterclockwise
direction (D12) based on the central axis, the second
eccentric portion is provided to generate a centrifugal
force with respect to the second rotation axis in the one
direction (D1). When the first eccentric portion generates
a centrifugal force with respect to the first rotation axis in
one direction (D2) of a centrifugal direction (Dr1) and a
mesial direction (Dr2) based on the central axis, the sec-
ond eccentric portion is provided to generate a centrifugal
force with respect to the second rotation axis in a direction
opposite to the one direction (D2).
[0012] In order to achieve the above-described ob-
jects, according to still another aspect of the present dis-
closure, there is provided a vibration module for a clothing
treatment apparatus including: a vibrating body in which
a predetermined central axis is preset; a first eccentric
portion which is supported by the vibrating body and is
preset to rotate with eccentric weight about a predeter-
mined first rotation axis spaced apart from the central
axis; a second eccentric portion which is supported by
the vibrating body and is preset to rotate with eccentric
weight about a predetermined second rotation axis which
is spaced apart from the central axis and is the same as
or parallel to the first rotation axis; and a hanger driving
unit which is disposed in the vibrating body and is preset
to be connected to an external hanger body at a position
spaced apart from the central axis. A centrifugal force of
the first eccentric portion with respect to the first rotation
axis and a centrifugal force of the second eccentric por-
tion with respect to the second rotation axis are provided
to be reinforced with each other when the vibrating body

generates a rotational force about the central axis, and
are provided in directions opposite to each other when
the vibrating body does not generate the rotational force.
[0013] The centrifugal force of the first eccentric portion
with respect to the first rotation axis and the centrifugal
force of the second eccentric portion with respect to the
second rotation axis may be provided to cancel each oth-
er when the rotational force is not generated.
[0014] i A distance between the first rotation axis and
the central axis ii a distance between the second rotation
axis and the central axis may be provided to be same as
each other.
[0015] The first rotation axis and the second rotation
axis may be spaced apart from the central axis in the
same direction as each other or in directions opposite to
each other.
[0016] The first rotation axis and the second rotation
axis may be spaced apart from the central axis in the
directions opposite to each other.
[0017] i An angular speed of the first eccentric portion
about the first rotation axis and ii an angular speed of the
second eccentric portion about the second rotation axis
may be preset to be same as each other.
[0018] The clothing treatment apparatus may further
include: a motor having a motor shaft which is provided
in the vibrating body and disposed on the central axis;
and a transmission unit which is disposed in the vibrating
body and transmits a rotational force of the motor to each
of the first eccentric portion and the second eccentric
portion.
[0019] According to still another aspect of the present
disclosure, there is provided a clothing treatment appa-
ratus including: a frame which forms an exterior and
forms a treatment space in which clothing is accommo-
dated; a hanger module which is movable to the frame
in an upper portion of the treatment space and is provided
to hang the clothing or a hanger; a vibration module which
is supported by the frame and generates vibrations in the
hanger module, in which the vibration module includes
a motor which rotates a central axis formed in an up-
down direction, a first eccentric portion which is connect-
ed to the motor to be rotated and rotates with eccentric
weight about a first rotation axis spaced apart to be par-
allel to the central axis, a second eccentric portion which
is connected to the motor to be rotated and rotates with
eccentric weight about a second rotation axis spaced
apart to be parallel in a direction opposite to the first ro-
tation axis from the central axis, a vibrating body which
supports the motor, rotatably supports the first eccentric
portion and the second eccentric portion, and is rotated
by a centrifugal force of the first eccentric portion with
respect to the first rotation axis and a centrifugal force of
the second eccentric portion with respect to the second
rotation axis in a clockwise direction and a counterclock-
wise direction within a predetermined angle range based
on the central axis, and a hanger driving unit which trans-
mits a rotational force of the vibrating body rotating within
the predetermined angle range to the hanger module.
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[Advantageous Effects]

[0020] According to the above-described aspects, a
centrifugal force F1 of the first eccentric portion and a
second centrifugal force F2 of the second eccentric por-
tion inducing a rotation of the vibrating body around the
central axis are reinforced with each other to apply an
exciting force Fo to the hanger body, and the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 which doe not induce
the rotation of the vibrating body cancel each other. Ac-
cordingly, it is possible to suppress occurrence of vibra-
tions caused by a centrifugal force irrelevant to genera-
tion of the exciting force Fo. (refer to FIGS. 2a to 3d)
[0021] The centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal
force F2 are provided to "completely cancel" each other,
and thus, it is possible to further reduce occurrence of
unnecessary vibrations in directions +Y and -Y perpen-
dicular to predetermined vibration directions +X and -X.
[0022] i A distance between the first rotation axis and
the central axis ii a distance between the second rotation
axis and the central axis are be provided to be same as
each other. Accordingly, ratios of the centrifugal force F1
and the centrifugal force F2 contributing the generation
of the exciting force Fo are the same as each other, and
thus, it is possible to prevent a fatigue load from being
concentrated on any one of a portion supporting the first
eccentric portion and a portion supporting the second
eccentric portion.
[0023] The first rotation axis and the second rotation
axis are spaced apart from the central axis in the same
direction as each other or in the directions opposite to
each other. Accordingly, reinforcement and cancellation
of the centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2
can be repeated regularly.
[0024] The first rotation axis and the second rotation
axis are spaced apart from the central axis in the direc-
tions opposite to each other. Accordingly, it is possible
to prevent the vibrating body from being eccentric to one
side based on the central axis due to the weight of the
first eccentric portion and the second eccentric portion.
[0025] The motor shaft disposed on the central axis is
provided. Accordingly, it is possible to prevent eccentric-
ity toward one side due to the weight of the motor about
the central axis.
[0026] i An angular speed of the first eccentric portion
about the first rotation axis and ii an angular speed of the
second eccentric portion about the second rotation axis
are preset to be same as each other. Accordingly, it is
possible to periodically reinforce and cancel the centrif-
ugal force F1 and centrifugal force F2 according to the
rotations of the first eccentric portion and the second ec-
centric portion.

[Description of Drawings]

[0027]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a clothing treatment

apparatus 1 according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIGS. 2a to 3d are conceptual views illustrating an
operation principle of a vibration module 50 of FIG.
1, FIGS. 2a to 2d are views illustrating operation prin-
ciples of vibration modules 150 and 250 according
to first and second embodiments, and FIGS. 3a to
3d are views illustrating an operation principle of a
vibration module 350 according to a third embodi-
ment.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating the vibration
module 50 according to the first and second embod-
iments, a support member 70, and a hanger module
30 disposed in a frame 10 of FIG. 1, and is a view
illustrating a state where an outer frame is excluded.
FIG. 5 is an upper elevation view illustrating the
frame of FIG. 4, the vibration module 50 according
to the first and second embodiments, the support
member 70, and the hanger module 30.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view illustrating the vibration
module 50, the support member 70, and the hanger
module 30 of FIG. 4, and is a partial cross-sectional
view when a hanger driving unit 58 and a hanger
driven unit 31b are horizontally taken along line S1-
S1’.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view illustrating a state where
the vibration module 50 according to the first and
second embodiments, an elastic member 60, and
the support member 70 of FIG. 6 are coupled to each
other.
FIG. 8 is a perspective view illustrating a state where
the vibration module 50 according to the first and
second embodiments, the elastic member 60, and
the support member 70 of FIG. 7 are separated from
each other.
FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective view illustrating a
vibration module 150 according to the first embodi-
ment of FIG. 8.
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view when the vibration
module 150 according to the first embodiment, the
elastic member 60, and the support member 70 are
vertically taken along line S2-S2’.
FIG. 11 is an elevation view when a transmission
unit 153, a first eccentric portion 155, and a second
eccentric portion 156 of FIG. 10 are viewed from
above.
FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view when a vibration
module 250 according to the second embodiment,
the elastic member 60, and the support member 70
are vertically taken along line S2-S2’ of FIG. 7.
FIG. 13 is an elevation view when a transmission
unit 253, a first eccentric portion 255, and a second
eccentric portion 256 of FIG. 10 are viewed from
above.
FIG. 14 is a partial perspective view illustrating a
vibration module 350 according to a third embodi-
ment, a support member 370, and the hanger mod-
ule 30 disposed in the frame 10 of FIG.1, and a view
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illustrating a state where an outer frame 11b is ex-
cluded.
FIG. 15 is an upper elevation view illustrating the
frame 10, the vibration module 350 according to the
third embodiment, the support member 370, and the
hanger module 30 of FIG. 14.
FIG. 16 is a perspective view illustrating the vibration
module 350 according to the third embodiment, the
support member 370, and the hanger module 30 of
FIG. 14, and a partial cross-sectional view when a
hanger driving unit 358 and a hanger driven unit 31b
are horizontally taken along line S4-S4’.
FIG. 17 is a cross-sectional view when the vibration
module 350 according to the third embodiment, an
elastic member 360, and the support member 370
are vertically taken along line S3-S3’.
FIG. 18 is an exploded perspective view illustrating
a weight casing 351b of the vibration module 350, a
motor 352, a transmission unit 353, a weight shaft
354, a first eccentric portion 355, and a second ec-
centric portion 356 of FIG. 14.
FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view taken vertically in
a state where parts of FIG. 14 are assembled to each
other.

[Mode for Invention]

[0028] In order to explain the present disclosure, the
following description will be made based on a spatial or-
thogonal coordinate system by an X-axis, a Y-axis and
a Z-axis orthogonal to each other. Each axial direction
(X-axis direction, Y-axis direction, Z-axis direction)
means both directions in which each axis extends. A "+"
sign (+X-axis direction, +Y-axis direction, +Z-axis direc-
tion) in front of each axial direction means a positive di-
rection, which is one of both directions in which each axis
extends. A "-" sign (-X-axis direction, -Y-axis direction,
-Z-axis direction) in front of each axial direction means a
negative direction, which is the other of both directions
in which each axis extends.
[0029] The expressions referring to directions such as
"before (+Y) / after (-Y) / left (+X) / right (-X) / up (+Z) /
down (-Z)" mentioned below are defined according to an
XYZ coordinate axis. However, the expressions are only
to explain the present disclosure to be clearly under-
stood, and it is needless to say that each direction may
be defined differently depending on where a reference
is placed.
[0030] The use of terms such as "first, second, and
third" in front of the components mentioned below is only
to avoid confusion of referred components, and is irrel-
evant to an order, an importance, or a master/slave re-
lationship between the components. For example, an in-
vention including only a second component without a first
component can be implemented.
[0031] As used herein, a singular expression includes
a plural expression unless a context clearly indicates oth-
erwise.

[0032] Referring to FIGS. 1, 4 to 8, and 14 to 17, a
clothing treatment apparatus 1 according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure includes a frame 10 which
is placed on an external floor or fixed to an external wall.
The frame 10 forms a treatment space 10s for receiving
clothing. The clothing treatment apparatus 1 includes a
supply unit 20 which supplies at least one of air, steam,
fragrance, and an antistatic agent to the clothing. The
clothing treatment apparatus 1 includes a hanger module
30 which is provided to hang the clothing or a hanger.
The hanger module 30 is supported by the frame 10. The
clothing treatment apparatus 1 includes vibration mod-
ules 50, 150, 250, and 350 which generate vibrations.
The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 vibrate the
hanger module 30. The clothing treatment apparatus 1
includes elastic members 60 and 360 which are provided
to be elastically deformed or elastically restored when
the hanger module 30 is operated. The elastic members
60 and 360 are provided to be elastically deformed or
elastically restored when the vibration modules 50, 150,
250, and 350 are operated. The clothing treatment ap-
paratus 1 includes support members 70 and 370 sup-
porting one end of each of the elastic members 60 and
360. The support members 70 and 370 may support the
vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 so that the vi-
bration modules are operated. The support members 70
and 370 may be fixed to the frame 10. The clothing treat-
ment apparatus 1 may include a controller (not illustrated)
which controls an operation of the supply unit 20. The
controller may control whether the vibration modules 50,
150, 250, and 350 are operated and operation patterns
thereof. The clothing treatment apparatus 1 may further
include a clothing recognition sensor (not illustrated)
which detects clothing accommodated inside the treat-
ment space 10s.
[0033] The frame 10 forms an exterior. The frame 10
forms the treatment space 10s in which clothing is ac-
commodated. The frame 10 includes a top frame 11 form-
ing an upper surface, side frames 12 forming right and
left side surfaces, and a rear frame (not illustrated) form-
ing a rear surface. The frame 10 includes a base frame
(not illustrated) forming a bottom surface.
[0034] The frame 10 may include an inner frame 11a
forming an inner surface and an outer frame 11b forming
an outer surface. The inner surface of the inner frame
11a forms a processing space 10s. A disposition space
11s is formed between the inner frame 11a and the outer
frame 11b. The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
may be disposed in the disposition space 11s. The elastic
members 60 and 360 and the support members 70 and
370 may be disposed in the disposition space 11s.
[0035] In the treatment space 10s, physical or chemical
properties of the clothing by applying air (for example,
hot air), steam, fragrance, and/or an antistatic agent to
the clothing are changed. For example, the clothing is
treated in various ways in the treatment space 10s. That
is, the clothing is dried by applying hot air to the clothing,
the wrinkles formed on the clothing are spread using
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steam, the fragrance is sprayed to the clothing so as treat
fragrance, or the antistatic agent is sprayed to the clothing
to prevent occurrence of static electricity in the clothing.
[0036] At least a portion of the hanger module 30 is
disposed in the treatment space 10s. A hanger body 31
is disposed in the treatment space 10s. The treatment
space 10s has one surface open to allow clothing to enter
and exit, and the opened surface is opened and closed
by a door 15. When the door 15 is closed, the treatment
space 10s is isolated from an outside, and when the door
15 is opened, the treatment space 10s is exposed to the
outside.
[0037] The supply unit 20 may supply air into the treat-
ment space 10s. The supply unit 20 may cause air in the
treatment space 10s to circulate and supply air into the
treatment space 10s. Specifically, the supply unit 20 may
suck air in the treatment space 10s and discharge the air
into the treatment space 10s. The supply unit 20 may
supply external air into the treatment space 10s.
[0038] The supply unit 20 may supply air which is sub-
jected to a predetermined treatment process into the
treatment space 10s. For example, the supply unit 20
may supply heated air into the treatment space 10s. The
supply unit 20 may supply cooled air into the treatment
space 10s. In addition, the supply unit 20 may supply air
that has not been separately processed into the treat-
ment space 10s. Moreover, the supply unit 20 may add
steam, fragrance or an antistatic agent to air and then,
supply the air into the treatment space 10s.
[0039] The supply unit 20 may include an air intake
port 20a through which air inside the treatment space
10s is sucked. The supply unit 20 may include an air
discharge port 20b through which air is discharged into
the treatment space 10s. The air sucked through the air
intake port 20a may be subjected to a predetermined
treatment and discharged through the air discharge port
20b. The supply unit 20 may include a steam injection
port 20c through which steam is sprayed into the treat-
ment space 10s. The supply unit 20 may include a heater
(not illustrated) which heats the sucked air. The supply
unit 20 may include a filter (not illustrated) which filters
the sucked air. The supply unit 20 may include a fan (not
illustrated) which pressurizes air.
[0040] The air and/or steam supplied by the supply unit
20 is applied to the clothing accommodated in the treat-
ment space 10s to affect the physical or chemical prop-
erties of the clothing. For example, a tissue structure of
clothing is relaxed and wrinkles are spread by hot air or
steam, and unpleasant odor can be removed by reacting
odor molecules bare in the clothing with steam. In addi-
tion, hot air and/or steam generated by the supply unit
20 can sterilize bacteria parasitized in the clothing.
[0041] Referring to FIGS. 1, 6, 16 and 17, the hanger
module 30 may be disposed in an upper portion of the
treatment space 10s. The hanger module 30 is provided
to hang the clothing or the hanger. The hanger module
30 is supported by the frame 10. The hanger module 30
is provided to be movable. The hanger module 30 is con-

nected to the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350,
and receives vibrations of the vibration modules 50, 150,
250, and 350.
[0042] The hanger module 30 includes a hanger body
31 which is provided to hang the clothing or the hanger.
In the present embodiment, the hanger body 31 forms a
locking groove 31a so that a hanger is hung. However,
in other embodiments, the hanger body 31 may be pro-
vided with a hook (not illustrated) or the like to directly
hang clothes.
[0043] The hanger body 31 is supported by the frame
10. The hanger body 31 may be connected to the frame
10 through a hanger movable portion 33 and a hanger
support portion 35. The hanger body 31 is disposed mov-
ably relative to the frame 10. The hanger body 31 is pro-
vided to vibrate in predetermined vibration directions +X
and -X. The hanger body 31 may vibrate in the vibration
directions +X and -X with respect to the frame 10. The
hanger body 31 reciprocates in the vibration directions
+X and -X by the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and
350. The hanger module 30 reciprocates while hanging
on the upper portion of the treatment space 10s.
[0044] The hanger body 31 may be formed to extend
long in the vibration directions +X and -X. The plurality
of locking grooves 31a may be disposed on an upper
side of the hanger body 31 to be spaced apart from each
other in the vibration directions +X and -X. The locking
grooves 31a may be formed to extend in directions +Y
and -Y across to the vibration directions +X and -X.
[0045] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250 and 350
include the hanger driving units 58 and 358 connected
to the hanger module 30. The hanger body 31 includes
the hanger driven unit 31b connected to the hanger driv-
ing units 58 and 358. One of the hanger driving units 58
and 358 and the hanger driven unit 31b forms a slit ex-
tending in the directions +Y and -Y across the vibration
directions +X and -X and the other protrudes parallel to
a central axis Oc, which will be described later, to form
a protrusion inserted into the slit.
[0046] In the present embodiment, the hanger driven
unit 31b forms a slit 31bh extending in the directions +Y
and -Y, and the hanger driving units 58 and 358 include
protrusions 58a and 358a which protrude downward and
are inserted into the slit 31bh. Although not illustrated, in
other embodiments, the hanger driven unit may form a
slit extending in the directions +Y and -Y, and the hanger
driven unit may include a protrusion which protrudes up-
ward and is inserted into the slit of the hanger driving unit.
[0047] The protrusions 58a and 358a protrude to be
parallel to the central axis Oc. The protrusions 58a and
358a extend along a predetermined connection axis Oh
which will be described later. The protrusions 58a and
358a are disposed on the connection axis Oh.
[0048] The slit 31bh is formed long in the directions +Y
and -Y orthogonal to the vibration directions +X and -X
of the hanger module 30. When the protrusions 58a and
358a rotate around the central axis Oc in a state of being
inserted into the slits 31bh, while the protrusions 58a and
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358a move relative to the slit 31bh in the orthogonal di-
rections +Y and -Y, the hanger body 31 reciprocates in
the vibration directions +X and -X. In partial cross-sec-
tional views of FIGS. 6 and 16, the directions of an arc
movement (rotational movement) within a predetermined
range in the state where the protrusions 58a and 358a
are inserted into the slits 31bh are illustrated by arrows.
Accordingly, a movement range of the hanger driven unit
31b vibrating in right and left directions +X and -X is il-
lustrated by dotted lines.
[0049] The hanger module 30 includes the hanger
movable portion 33 which movably supports the hanger
body 31. The hanger movable portion 33 is formed to be
movable in the vibration directions +X and -X. The hanger
movable portion 33 may be formed of a flexible material
so that the hanger body 31 can move. The hanger mov-
able portion 33 may include an elastic member which is
elastically deformable when the hanger body 31 moves.
An upper end of the hanger movable portion 33 is fixed
to the frame 10 and a lower end thereof is fixed to the
hanger body 31. The hanger movable portion 33 may
extend vertically. The upper end of the hanger movable
portion 33 is seated on the hanger support portion 35.
The hanger movable portion 33 connects the hanger sup-
port portion 35 and the hanger body 31 to each other.
The hanger movable portion 33 is disposed to penetrate
the hanger guide portion 37 vertically. A length of a hor-
izontal cross section of the hanger movable portion 33
in the vibration directions +X and -X is shorter than a
length thereof in the directions +Y and -Y perpendicular
to the vibration directions +X and -X.
[0050] The hanger module 30 includes the hanger sup-
port portion 35 fixed to the frame 10. The hanger support
portion 35 fixes the hanger movable portion 33 to the
frame 10. The hanger support portion 35 may be fixed
to the inner frame 11a. An upper end of the hanger mov-
able portion 33 may engage with and may be suspended
by the hanger support portion 35. The hanger support
portion 35 is formed in a horizontal plate shape, and the
hanger movable portion 33 may be disposed to penetrate
the hanger support portion 35.
[0051] The hanger module 30 may further include a
hanger guide part 37 which guides a position of the hang-
er movable portion 33. The hanger guide portion 37 is
fixed to the frame 10. A portion between the upper surface
of the hanger guide portion 37 and the hanger movable
portion 33 may be sealed. A lower portion of the hanger
guide portion 37 is recessed upward to form a groove,
and the hanger movable portion 33 can move in the vi-
bration directions +X and -X in the groove of the hanger
guide portion 37 recessed upward.
[0052] Referring to FIGS. 7, 8, and 14 to 17, the elastic
members 60 and 360 are provided to be elastically de-
formed or elastically restored when the vibration modules
50, 150, 250, and 350350 rotates about the central axis
Oc. The elastic members 60 and 360 are provided to be
elastically deformed or elastically restored when the vi-
brating bodies 51 and 351 rotate about the central axis

Oc. The elastic members 60 and 360 may limit the vibra-
tion modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 so that the vibration
modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 vibrate within a prede-
termined angular range. Elastic forces of the elastic
members 60, 360 and centrifugal forces of the first ec-
centric portions 55 and 355 and the second eccentric
portions 56 and 356 are synthesized, and vibration pat-
terns (amplitude and frequency) of the vibration modules
50, 150, 250, and 350 can be determined.
[0053] One end of the elastic members 60 and 360 is
fixed to the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 and
the other end thereof is fixed to the support members 70
and 370. The elastic members 60 and 360 may include
a spring or a windup spring. The support members 70
and 370 may include a tension spring, a compression
springs, or a torsion spring.
[0054] Referring to FIGS. 4 to 8 and 14 to 17, the sup-
port members 70 and 370 are fixed to the frame 10. The
support members 70 and 370 may be fixed to the inner
frame 11a. The support members 70 and 370 may sup-
port the elastic members 60 and 360. The support mem-
bers 70 and 370 support the vibration modules 50, 150,
250 and 350. The support members 70, 370 are support-
ed by the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350. The
support members 70 and 370 rotatably support the vi-
bration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350. The support
members 70, 370 support the vibration module 50, 150,
250, and 350 so that the vibration modules50, 150, 250,
and 350 can rotate about the central axis Oc.
[0055] Referring to FIGS. 2a to 6, and 14 to 16, the
vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 will be briefly
described as follows. The vibration modules 50, 150, 250,
and 350 move (vibrate) the hanger body 31. The vibration
modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 are connected to the
hanger body 31, and transmits the vibrations of the vi-
bration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 to the hanger
body 31.
[0056] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
can be supported by the inner frame 11a. The vibration
modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 can be fixed to the frame
10 by the support members 70 and 370. The vibration
modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 may be disposed between
the inner frame 11a and the outer frame 11b. The upper
inner frame 11a is recessed downward to form the dis-
position space 11s, and the vibration modules 50, 150,
250, and 350 can be disposed in the disposition space
11s.
[0057] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
may be located in an upper side of the treatment space
10s. The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 may
be disposed above the hanger body 31.
[0058] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250 and 350
include the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 supported by the
frame 10. The vibrating bodies 51 and 351 may be con-
nected to the frame 10 by the support members 70 and
370. The vibrating bodies 51 and 351 form outer shapes
of the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350.
[0059] The vibration bodies 51 and 351 have the pre-
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determined central axis Oc. The vibrating bodies 51 and
351 are rotatably provided about the predetermined cen-
tral axis Oc having a fixed position relative to the frame
10. The support members 70 and 370 rotatably support
the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. The vibrating bodies 51
and 351 may be rotatably provided only within a prede-
termined angular range. For example, the frame 10 or
the support members 70 and 370 may include a limit
portion which can come into contact with the vibrating
bodies 51 and 351 to limit the rotation ranges of the vi-
brating bodies 51 and 351. For example, elastic forces
of the elastic members 60 and 360 may increase as the
vibrating bodies 51 and 351 rotate, and thus, the elastic
members 60 and 360 can limit the rotation ranges of the
vibrating bodies 51 and 351.
[0060] The vibrating bodies 51 and 351 support the
motors 52 and 352. The vibrating bodies 51 and 351 and
the hanger driving units 58 and 358 are fixed to each
other. The vibrating bodies 51 and 351 support weight
shafts 54a, 54b and 354. The vibrating bodies 51 and
351 support the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and
the second eccentric portions 56 and 356. The vibrating
bodies 51 and 351 may accommodate the first eccentric
portions 55 and 355 and the second eccentric portions
56 and 356 therein.
[0061] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
include first eccentric portions 55 and 355 which rotate
with eccentric weight about a predetermined first rotation
axis Ow1 spaced apart from the central axis Oc. The first
eccentric portions 155, 255, and 355 are preset to rotate
with eccentric weight about the first rotation axis Ow1.
The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 include sec-
ond eccentric portions 56 and 356 which rotate with ec-
centric weight about a predetermined second rotation ax-
is Ow2 spaced apart from the central axis Oc. The second
eccentric portions 156, 256, and 356 are preset to rotate
with eccentric weight about the second rotation axis Ow2.
Here, the first eccentric portion 55 collectively refers to
the first eccentric portions 155 and 255 according to the
first and second embodiments, and the second eccentric
portion 56 collectively refers to the second eccentric por-
tions 156 and 256 according to the first and second em-
bodiments.
[0062] The first rotation axis Ow1 and the second ro-
tation axis Ow2 may be the same as each other or dif-
ferent from each other. The second rotation axis Ow2
may be the same as or parallel to the first rotation axis
Ow1. In the first and second embodiments, the first ro-
tation axis Ow1 and the second rotation axis Ow2 are
parallel to each other. In the third embodiment, the first
rotation axis Ow1 and the second rotation axis are the
same as each other.
[0063] The first eccentric portions 55 and 355 are sup-
ported by the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. The first ec-
centric portions 55 and 355 may be rotatably supported
by the weight shafts 54a and 354 disposed in the vibrating
bodies 51 and 351. The second eccentric portions 56
and 356 are supported by vibrating bodies 51 and 351.

The second eccentric portions 56 and 356 may be rotat-
ably supported by weight shafts 54b and 354 disposed
in the vibrating bodies 51 and 351.
[0064] The first eccentric portions 55 and 355 include
first rotating portions 155b, 255b, and 355b which come
into contact with the transmission units 153, 253, and
353 and rotate about the first rotation axis Ow1. The first
rotating portions 155b, 255b, and 355b receive rotational
forces of the transmission units 153, 253, and 353. Each
of the first rotating portions 155b, 255b, and 355b may
be formed in a cylindrical shape about the first rotation
axis Ow1 as a whole.
[0065] The first eccentric portions 55 and 355 include
first weight members 55a and 355a fixed to the first ro-
tating portions 155b, 255b, and 355b. The first weight
members 55a and 355a rotate integrally with the first ro-
tating portion 155b, 255b, and 355b. The first weight
members 55a and 355a are formed of a material having
specific gravity larger than the first rotating portions 155b,
255b, and 355b.
[0066] The first weight members 55a and 355a are dis-
posed on one side about the first rotation axis Ow1 to
induce eccentric weight of the first eccentric portions 55
and 355. Each of the first weight members 55a and 355a
may be formed in a column shape having a semi-circular
bottom surface as a whole. The first weight members 55a
and 355a may be disposed in an angle range within 180°
about the first rotation axis Ow1 at an arbitrary time point
during the rotations of the first eccentric portions 55 and
355. In the present embodiment, the first weight mem-
bers 55a and 355a are disposed in a range of 180° about
the first rotation axis Ow1, at an arbitrary time point de-
scribed above.
[0067] The second eccentric portions 56 and 356 in-
clude second rotating portions 155b, 255b, and 355b
which come into contact with the transmission units 153,
253, and 353 and rotate about the second rotation axis
Ow2. The second rotating portions 156b, 256b, and 356b
receive the rotational forces of the transmission units
153, 253, and 353. Each of the second rotating portions
156b, 256b, and 356b may be formed in a cylindrical
shape about the second rotation axis Ow2 as a whole.
[0068] The second eccentric portions 56 and 356 in-
clude second weight members 56a and 356a fixed to the
second rotating portions 156b, 256b, and 356b. The sec-
ond weight members 56a and 356a rotate integrally with
the second rotating portion 156b, 256b, and 356b. The
second weight members 56a and 356a are formed of a
material having specific gravity larger than the second
rotating portions 156b, 256b, and 356b.
[0069] The second weight members 56a and 356a are
disposed on one side about the second rotation axis Ow2
to induce eccentric weight of the second eccentric por-
tions 56 and 356. Each of the second weight members
56a and 356a may be formed in a column shape having
a semi-circular bottom surface as a whole. The second
weight members 56a and 356a may be disposed in an
angle range within 180° about the second rotation axis
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Ow2 at an arbitrary time point during the rotations of the
second eccentric portions 56 and 356. In the present em-
bodiment, the second weight members 56a and 356a are
disposed in a range of 180° about the second rotation
axis Ow2, at an arbitrary time point described above.
[0070] The first rotating portions 155b, 255b, and 355b
and the second rotating portions 156b, 256b, and 356b
may be formed to have the same weight. The first weight
members 55a and 355a and the second weight members
56a and 356a may be formed to have the same weight.
[0071] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250 and 350
include the hanger driving units 58 and 358 connecting
the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 and the hanger body 31
to each other. The hanger driving units 58 and 358 are
disposed in the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. The hanger
driving units 58 and 358 are connected to the hanger
body 31 at a position spaced apart from the central axis
Oc. The hanger driving units 58 and 358 are preset to be
connected to the external hanger body 31 at a position
spaced apart from the central axis Oc. The hanger driving
units 58 and 358 transmit vibrations of the vibrating bod-
ies 51 and 351 to the hanger body 31.
[0072] The hanger driving units 58 and 358 transmit
the vibrations of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 to the
hanger body 31 on the connection axis Oh. The hanger
driving units 58 and 358 may include the protrusions 58a
and 358a protruding along the connection axis Oh. The
protrusions 58a and 358a protrude downward from the
hanger driving units 58 and 358. The protrusions 58a and
358a protrude along the connection axis Oh. The hanger
driving units 58 and 358 may include connecting rods
58a and 58b (358a and 358b) including the protrusions
58a and 358a. The connecting rods 58a and 58b (358a
and 358b) may be configured as separate members. One
end 58a and 358a of the connecting rods 58a and 58b
(358a and 358b) may be inserted into the slit 31bh of the
hanger driven unit 31b. The connecting rods 58a and 58b
(358a and 358b) convert the rotational movements of the
vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 to reciprocate
the hanger body 31 right and left.
[0073] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
may include the motors 52 and 352 which generate the
rotational forces of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355
and the second eccentric portions 56 and 356. The mo-
tors 52 and 352 are disposed in the vibrating bodies 51
and 351. The motors 52 and 352 include rotating motor
shafts 52a and 352a. For example, each of the motors
52 and 352 include a rotor and a stator, and the motor
shafts 52a and 352a can rotate integrally with the rotor.
The motor shafts 52a and 352a transmit the rotational
force to the transmission units 153, 253, and 353.
[0074] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
may include the transmit units 153, 253, and 353 which
respectively transmit the rotational forces of the motors
52 and 352 to the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and
the second eccentric portions 56 and 356. Each of the
transmission units 153, 253, and 353 may include a gear,
a belt, and/or a pulley.

[0075] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
may include the weight shafts 54a, 54b, and 354 which
provide functions of the first rotation axis Ow1 and the
second rotation axis Ow2. The weight shafts 54a, 54b,
and 354 can be fixed to the vibrating bodies 51 and 351.
The weight shafts 54a, 54b, and 354 are disposed on the
first rotation axis Ow1 and/or the second rotation axis
Ow2. The weight shafts 54a, 54b, and 354 are disposed
to penetrate the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and/or
the second eccentric portions 56 and 356.
[0076] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
include elastic member engaging portions 59 and 359
with which one end of the elastic members 60 and 360
engages. The elastic member engaging portions 59 and
359 may be disposed in the vibrating bodies 51 and 351.
The elastic member engaging portions 59 and 359 may
press the elastic members 60 and 360 or receive elastic
forces from the elastic members 60 and 360 during the
movements of the vibration modules 50, 150, 250 and
350.
[0077] Hereinafter, an operation mechanism of each
of the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 will be
described with reference to FIGS. 2a to 3d.
[0078] The vibration directions +X and -X mean a pre-
set direction to allow the hanger body 31 to reciprocate,
and in the present
[0079] embodiment, the right and left directions are
preset to the vibration directions +X and -X.
[0080] In the present specification, the "central axis Oc,
the first rotation axis Ow1, the second rotation axis Ow2,
and the connection axis Oh" refer to virtual axes for ex-
plaining the present disclosure and do not refer to actual
parts of the apparatus.
[0081] The central axis Oc means a virtual straight line
which becomes a center of rotation of each of the vibra-
tion modules 50, 150, 250, and 350. The central axis Oc
is a virtual straight line which maintains a fixed position
relative to the frame 10. The central axis Oc may extend
in an up-down direction.
[0082] In order to provide the function of the central
axis Oc, as in the present embodiment, central shaft por-
tions 75 and 375 protruding along the central axis Oc
from the support member 70 are formed, and a central
groove 51h or a central hole with which the central shaft
portions 75 and 375 rotatably engage may be formed in
the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. In order to provide the
function of the central axis Oc, as another embodiment,
a protrusion protruding along the central axis Oc is
formed in the vibrating bodies 51 and 351, and a groove
with which the protrusion rotatably engages may be
formed in the support member 70.
[0083] The first rotation axis Ow1 means a virtual
straight line which becomes a rotation center of each of
the first eccentric portions 55 and 355. The first rotation
axis Ow1 maintains a fixed position with respect to the
vibrating bodies 51 and 351. That is, even if the vibrating
bodies 51 and 351 move, the first rotation axis Ow1
moves integrally with the vibrating bodies 51 and 351
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and maintains a relative position with respect to the vi-
brating bodies 51 and 351. The first rotation axis Ow1
may extend in the up-down direction.
[0084] In order to provide the function of the first rota-
tion axis Ow1, the weight shafts 54a and 354 disposed
on the first rotation axis Ow1 may be provided as in this
embodiment. In order to provide the function of the first
rotation axis Ow1, as another embodiment, protrusions
formed along the first rotation axis Ow1 may be formed
in any one of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and
the vibrating bodies 51 and 351, and grooves with which
the protrusions rotatably engage may be formed in the
other thereof.
[0085] The second rotation axis Ow2 means a virtual
straight line which becomes the rotation center of each
of the second eccentric portions 56 and 356. The second
rotation axis Ow2 maintains a fixed position with respect
to the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. That is, even if the
vibrating bodies 51 and 351 move, the second rotation
axis Ow2 moves integrally with the vibrating bodies 51
and 351 and maintains a relative position with respect to
the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. The second rotation axis
Ow2 may extend in the up-down direction.
[0086] In order to provide the function of the second
rotation axis Ow2, as in the present embodiment, the
weight shafts 54b and 354 disposed on the second rota-
tion axis Ow2 may be provided. However, as another
embodiment, a protrusion protruding along the second
rotation axis Ow2 is provided in one of the second ec-
centric portions 56 and 356 and the vibrating bodies 51
and 351, and a groove with which the protrusion rotatably
engages may be formed in the other.
[0087] The connection axis Oh means a virtual straight
line spaced apart from the central axis Oc. The connec-
tion axis Oh is disposed parallel to the central axis Oc.
The connection axis Oh maintains a fixed position with
respect to the vibrating bodies 51 and 351. That is, even
if the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 move, the connection
axis Oh moves integrally with the vibrating bodies 51 and
351 and maintains a relative position with respect to the
vibrating bodies 51 and 351. The connection axis Oh may
extend in the up-down direction. The portions 58a and
358a protruding along the connection axis Oh are formed
at a connection point of the vibration modules 50, 150,
250, and 350 and the hanger body 31 so that rotation
reciprocations of the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and
350 are converted into a linear reciprocation of the hanger
body 31.
[0088] A circumferential direction DI means a circum-
ferential direction about the central axis Oc, and includes
a clockwise direction DI1 and a counterclockwise direc-
tion DI2. The clockwise direction DI1 and the counter-
clockwise direction DI2 are defined based on a state
viewed from one +Z of the extension directions +Z and
-Z of the central axis Oc.
[0089] When a direction of a centrifugal force F1 with
respect to the first rotation axis Ow1 according to the
rotations of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 is the

circumferential direction DI, the centrifugal force F1 in-
duces rotations of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 with
respect to the central axis Oc. In addition, when a direc-
tion of a centrifugal force F2 with respect to the second
rotation axis Ow2 according to rotations of the second
eccentric portions 56 and 356 is the circumferential di-
rection DI, the centrifugal force F2 induces the rotations
of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 with respect to the
central axis Oc.
[0090] A radial direction Dr means a direction intersect-
ing the central axis Oc and includes a centrifugal direction
Dr1 and a mesial direction Dr2. The centrifugal direction
Dr1 means a direction away from the central axis Oc,
and the mesial direction Dr2 means a direction closer to
the central axis Oc.
[0091] When the direction of the centrifugal force F1
with respect to the first rotation axis Ow1 according to
the rotations of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 is
the radial direction Dr, the centrifugal force F1 does not
induce the rotations of the vibrating bodies 51 and 35
with respect to the central axis Oc. In addition, when the
direction of the centrifugal force F2 with respect to the
second rotation axis Ow2 according to the rotations of
the second eccentric portions 56 and 356 is the radial
direction Dr, the centrifugal force F2 does not induce the
rotations of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 with respect
to the central axis Oc.
[0092] FIGS. 2a to 3d illustrate a center of gravity m1
of each of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355, a center
of gravity m2 of each of the second eccentric portions 56
and 356, a rotation radius r1 of the center of gravity m1
with respect to the first rotation axis Ow1, a rotation radius
r2 of the center of gravity m2 with respect to the second
rotation axis Ow2, an angular speed w of each of the first
eccentric portions 55 and 355 about the first rotation axis
Ow1, an angular speed w of each of the second eccentric
portions 56 and 356 about the second rotation axis Ow2,
a distance A1 between the center axis Oc and the first
rotation axis Ow1, a distance A2 between the central axis
Oc and the second rotation axis Ow2, and a distance B
between the central axis Oc and the connection axis Oh.
[0093] Moreover, FIGS. 2a to 3d illustrate the direction
of the centrifugal force F1 of the first eccentric portions
55 and 355 with respect to the first rotation axis Ow1 and
the direction of the centrifugal force F2 of each of the
second eccentric portions 56 and 356 with respect to the
second rotation axis Ow2. A combined force of the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 is the rota-
tional force of each of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351.
The exciting force Fo is the combined force of the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 expressed
by an external force having an action point on the con-
nection axis Oh in consideration of moment arm lengths
A1, A2, and B.
[0094] A magnitude of the centrifugal force F1 is
m1·r1·w2, and a magnitude of the centrifugal force F2 is
m2·r2 ·w2. The centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal
force F2 are applied to the vibrating bodies 51 and 351,
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and the action points of the centrifugal force F1 and cen-
trifugal force F2 are located at the first rotation axis Ow1
and the second rotation axis Ow2, respectively.
[0095] Referring to FIGS. 2a, 2c, 3a, and 3c, when the
centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are pro-
vided to be reinforced with each other when the rotational
forces of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 about the central
axis Oc are generated. When the weights of the first ec-
centric portions 55 and 355 are eccentric to the first ro-
tation axis Ow1 in one direction D1 of the clockwise di-
rection DI1 and the counterclockwise direction DI2 based
on the central axis Oc, the weights of the second eccen-
tric portions 56 and 356 are provided to be eccentric to
the second rotation axis Ow2 in the one direction D1.
When the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 generate
the centrifugal force with respect to the first rotation axis
Ow1 in the one direction D1 of the clockwise direction
DI1 and the counterclockwise direction DI2 based on the
central axis Oc, the second eccentric portions 56 and
356 are provided to generate the centrifugal force with
respect to the second rotation axis Ow2 in the one direc-
tion D1. In this case, a moment (A1·F1 + A2 . F2) by the
centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 is equiv-

alent to a moment  by the excit-

ing force Fo, Fo is .
[0096] With reference to FIGS. 2b, 2d, 3b, and 3d, the
centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are pro-
vided to have directions opposite to each other when the
vibrating bodies 51 and 351 do not generate the rotational
force about the central axis Oc. When the weights of the
first eccentric portions 55 and 355 are eccentric with re-
spect to the first rotation axis Ow1 in one direction D2 of
the centrifugal direction Dr1 and the mesial direction Dr2
based on the central axis Oc, the weights of the second
eccentric portions 56 and 356 are provided to be eccen-
tric with respect to the second rotation axis Ow2 in a
direction opposite to the one direction D2. When the first
eccentric portions 55 and 355 generate the centrifugal
force with respect to the first rotation axis Ow1 in one
direction D2 of the centrifugal direction Dr1 and the me-
sial direction Dr2 based on the central axis Oc, the sec-
ond eccentric portions 56 and 356 are provided to gen-
erate the centrifugal force with respect to the second ro-
tation axis Ow2 in the direction opposite to the one di-
rection D2.
[0097] The centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal
force F2 are provided to cancel each other when the ro-
tation forces of the vibrating bodies 51 and 351 are not
generated. In this case, application directions of the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are opposite
to each other, a magnitude of the combined force of the
centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 is equal
to a difference value between the magnitude of the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the magnitude of the centrifugal force
F2. Accordingly, at least one of the centrifugal force F1
and the centrifugal force F2 is canceled by the other.

[0098] The vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
are rotated to move the hanger body 31, the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 which induce the
rotations of the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350
in the circumferential direction D1 are reinforced with
each other to generate vibrations in the predetermined
vibration directions +X and -X, the centrifugal force F1
and the centrifugal force F2 which do not induce the ro-
tations of the vibration modules 50, 150, 250, and 350 in
the radial direction Dr cancel each other and suppress
the generation of the vibrations in the vertical directions
+Y and -Y in the vibration directions +X and -X of the
hanger body 31.
[0099] Preferably, when the rotational forces of the vi-
brating bodies 51 and 351 are not generated, the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 may be pro-
vided to completely cancel each other. Here, the "com-
plete cancellation" means that the combined force of the
centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 is 0. Ac-
cordingly, it is possible to minimize occurrences of the
unnecessary vibrations in the directions +Y and -Y per-
pendicular to the predetermined vibration directions +X
and - X.
[0100] In order to completely cancel the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 in the radial direction
D4 to each other, a scalar quantity m1·r1 and a scalar
quantity m2·r2 may be provided to cancel each other.
[0101] i The rotation radius r1 with respect to the first
rotation axis Ow1 of the center of gravity of the first ec-
centric portions 55 and 355 and ii the rotation radius r1
with respect to the second rotation axis Ow2 of the center
of gravity of the second eccentric portions 56 and 356
may provided to be same as each other (r1 = r2). The
weight m 1 of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and
the weight m2 of the second eccentric portions 56 and
356 may be provided to be same as each other (m1 =
m2). The centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force
F2 in the radial direction Dr can be completely cancelled
each other by the two settings (r1 = r2, m1 = m2). Of
course, even if the rotation radius r1 and the rotation ra-
dius r2 are different from each other and the weight m1
and the weight m2 are different from each other, m1·r1
and m2 · r2 may be provided to be same as each other
so that the centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force
F2 in the radial direction Dr can completely cancel each
other.
[0102] i The distance A1 between the first rotation axis
Ow1 and the central axis Oc and ii the distance A2 be-
tween the second rotation axis Ow2 and the central axis
Oc may be provided to be same as each other. Accord-
ingly, ratios of the centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal
force contributing the generation of the exciting force Fo
may be the same as each other so that a fatigue load is
prevented be concentrated on one of a portion supporting
the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and a portion sup-
porting the second eccentric portions 56 and 356.
[0103] The first rotation axis Ow1 and the second ro-
tation axis Ow2 may be spaced apart from the central
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axis Oc in the same direction or opposite directions. The
central axis Oc, the first rotation axis Ow1, and the sec-
ond rotation axis Ow2 are disposed to vertically intersect
one virtual line. In the first and second embodiments, the
first rotation axis Ow1 and the second rotation axis Ow2
are spaced apart from the central axis Oc in directions
opposite to each other, and in the third embodiment, the
first rotation axis Ow1 and the second rotation axis are
spaced apart from the central axis Oc in the same direc-
tion as each other. Accordingly, it is possible to cancel
the centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 in
the radial direction Dr each other.
[0104] i An angular speed w about the first rotation axis
Ow1 of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and ii an
angular speed w about the second rotation axis Ow2 of
the second eccentric portions 56 and 356 may be preset
to be same as each other. Accordingly, it is possible to
periodically reinforce and cancel the centrifugal forces
F1 and F2 according to the rotation of the first eccentric
portions 55 and 355 and the second eccentric portions
56 and 356.
[0105] Here, the angular speed refers to a scalar which
does not have a direction of rotation and only have a size,
and is different from an angular velocity which is a vector
having a direction and a size of rotation. That is, the an-
gular speed w of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355
and the angular speed w of the second eccentric portions
56 and 356 being the same as each other does not in-
cludes the rotation directions thereof being the same as
each other. For example, although the angular speed w
of the first eccentric portions 55 and 355 and the angular
speed w of the second eccentric portions 56 and 356 are
the same as each other, as in the first and second em-
bodiments (refer to FIGS. 2a to 2d), the first eccentric
portions 55 and 355 and the second eccentric portions
56 and 356 may be rotated in the same direction to each
other, and as in the third embodiment (refer to FIGS. 3a
to 3d), the first eccentric portion 55 and the second ec-
centric portions 56 and,356 may rotate in rotation direc-
tions opposite to each other.
[0106] Hereinafter, operation mechanisms of the vibra-
tion modules 150 and 250 according to the first and sec-
ond embodiments will be described with reference to
FIGS. 2a to 2d as follows. Here, the first rotation axis
Ow1 and the second rotation axis Ow2 are different from
each other. A rotation direction around the first rotation
axis Ow1 of the first eccentric portion 55 and a rotation
direction around the second rotation axis Ow2 of the sec-
ond eccentric portion 56 are the same as each other. The
hanger driving unit 58 is fixed to the vibrating body 51
and rotates integrally with the vibrating body 51.
[0107] In the first and second embodiments, the first
rotation axis Ow1 and the second rotation axis Ow2 are
spaced apart from the central axis Oc in directions op-
posite to each other. In addition, the first rotation axis
Ow1 and the second rotation axis Ow2 may be disposed
symmetrically to each other about the central axis Oc.
Accordingly, it is possible to prevent the vibrating body

51 from being eccentric to one side based on the central
axis (Oc) due to the weights m1 and m2 of the first and
second eccentric portions 55 and 56.
[0108] Referring to FIGS. 2b and 2d, when the centrif-
ugal force F1 of the first eccentric portion 55 and the
centrifugal force F2 of the second eccentric portion 56
cancel each other, application directions of the centrifu-
gal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are the centrif-
ugal direction Dr1 or the mesial direction Dr2.
[0109] FIGS. 2a to 2d illustrate a state of each moment
when the first eccentric portion 55 and the second ec-
centric portion 56 rotating in the same angular speed w
are rotated by 90°.
[0110] Referring to FIG. 2a, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the clockwise direction
DI1, the second eccentric portion 56 generates the cen-
trifugal force F2 with respect to the second rotation axis
Ow2 in the clockwise direction DI1. Accordingly, the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are rein-
forced with each other to generate the rotation force in
the clockwise direction of the vibrating body 51. The ex-
citing force Fo transmitted to the hanger body 31 on the
connection axis Oh is applied in the clockwise direction
DI1.
[0111] Referring to FIG. 2b, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the mesial direction Dr2,
the second eccentric portion 56 generates a centrifugal
force with respect to the second rotation axis Ow2 in the
mesial direction Dr2. Accordingly, the centrifugal force
F1 and the centrifugal force F2 do not generate the ro-
tational force of the vibrating body 51. The exciting force
Fo transmitted to the hanger body 31 on the connection
axis Oh becomes 0. In addition, the centrifugal force F1
and the centrifugal force F2 are applied in the directions
opposite to each other and are canceled each other.
[0112] Referring to FIG. 2c, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the counterclockwise di-
rection DI2, the second eccentric portion 56 generates a
centrifugal force F2 with respect to the second rotation
axis Ow2 in the counterclockwise direction DI2. Accord-
ingly, the centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force
F2 are reinforced with each other to generate the rota-
tional force of the vibrating body 51 in the counterclock-
wise direction DI2. The exciting force Fo transmitted to
the hanger body 31 on the connection axis Oh is applied
in the counterclockwise direction DI2.
[0113] Referring to FIG. 2d, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates a centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the centrifugal direction
Dr1, the second eccentric portion 56 generates the cen-
trifugal force with respect to the second rotation axis Ow2
in the centrifugal direction Dr1. Accordingly, the centrif-
ugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 do not generate
the rotational force of the vibrating body 51. The exciting
force Fo transmitted to the hanger body 31 on the con-
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nection axis Oh becomes zero. In addition, the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are applied in the
directions opposite to each other and are canceled each
other.
[0114] Hereinafter, an operation mechanism of the vi-
bration module 350 according to the third embodiment
will be described with reference to FIGS. 3a to 3d. Here,
the first rotation axis Ow1 and the second rotation axis
Ow2 are the same as each other. The rotation direction
around the first rotation axis Ow1 of the first eccentric
portion 355 and the rotation direction around the second
rotation axis Ow2 of the second eccentric portion 356 are
opposite to each other. The hanger driving unit 358 is
fixed to the vibrating body 351, and rotates integrally with
the vibrating body 351.
[0115] In the third embodiment, the first rotation axis
Ow1 and the second rotation axis Ow2 are spaced apart
from the central axis Oc in the same direction.
[0116] Referring FIGS. 3b and 3d, when the centrifugal
force F1 of the first eccentric portion 55 and the centrif-
ugal force F2 of the second eccentric portion 56 cancel
each other, one of the application directions of the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 is the cen-
trifugal direction Dr1 and the other is the mesial direction
Dr2.
[0117] FIGS. 3a to 3d illustrate a state of each moment
when the first eccentric portion 55 and the second ec-
centric portion 56 rotating in the same angular speed w
are rotated by 90°.
[0118] Referring to FIG. 3a, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the clockwise direction
DI1, the second eccentric portion 56 generates the cen-
trifugal force F2 with respect to the second rotation axis
Ow2 in the clockwise direction DI1. Accordingly, the cen-
trifugal force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are rein-
forced with each other to generate the rotation force in
the clockwise direction of the vibrating body 51. The ex-
citing force Fo transmitted to the hanger body 31 on the
connection axis Oh is applied in the clockwise direction
DI1.
[0119] Referring to FIG. 3b, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the centrifugal direction
Dr1, the second eccentric portion 56 generates the cen-
trifugal force with respect to the second rotation axis Ow2
in the mesial direction Dr2. Accordingly, the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 do not generate the
rotational force of the vibrating body 51. The exciting
force Fo transmitted to the hanger body 31 on the con-
nection axis Oh becomes 0. In addition, the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are applied in the
directions opposite to each other and are canceled each
other.
[0120] Referring to FIG. 3c, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the counterclockwise di-
rection DI2, the second eccentric portion 56 generates

the centrifugal force F2 with respect to the second rota-
tion axis Ow2 in the counterclockwise direction DI2. Ac-
cordingly, the centrifugal force F1 and the centrifugal
force F2 are reinforced with each other to generate the
rotational force of the vibrating body 51 in the counter-
clockwise direction DI2. The exciting force Fo transmitted
to the hanger body 31 on the connection axis Oh is ap-
plied in the counterclockwise direction DI2.
[0121] Referring to FIG. 3d, when the first eccentric
portion 55 generates the centrifugal force F1 with respect
to the first rotation axis Ow1 in the mesial direction Dr2,
the second eccentric portion 56 generates the centrifugal
force with respect to the second rotation axis Ow2 in the
centrifugal direction Dr1. Accordingly, the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 do not generate the
rotational force of the vibrating body 51. The exciting
force Fo transmitted to the hanger body 31 on the con-
nection axis Oh becomes zero. In addition, the centrifugal
force F1 and the centrifugal force F2 are applied in the
directions opposite to each other and are canceled each
other.
[0122] Hereinafter, configurations of the vibration mod-
ules 50, 150, 250, the elastic member 60, and the support
member 70 according to the first and second embodi-
ments will be described in more detail with reference to
FIGS. 4 to 13 as follows.
[0123] The vibrating body 51 may include a weight cas-
ing 51b accommodating the first eccentric portion 55 and
the second eccentric portion 56 therein. The weight cas-
ing 51b may form an outer shape of an upper portion of
the vibration module 50. The upper ends of the weight
shafts 54a and 54b are fixed to the weight casing 51b.
The weight casing 51b includes a first part 51b1 covering
the upper portions of the first eccentric portions 155 and
255, and a second part 51b2 covering the upper portions
of the second eccentric portions 156 and 256. An upper
end of the first weight shaft 54a is fixed to the first part
51b1. An upper end of the second weight shaft 54b is
fixed to the second part 51b2.
[0124] The vibrating body 51 may include a base cas-
ing 51d forming an outer shape of the lower portion. Low-
er ends of the weight shafts 54a and 54b are fixed to the
base casing 51d. The first eccentric portions 155 and 255
and the second eccentric portions 156 and 256 are dis-
posed between the weight casing 51 b and the base cas-
ing 51d. The first eccentric portions 155 and 255 are dis-
posed between the first part 51b1 and the base casing
51d. The second eccentric portions 156 and 256 are dis-
posed between the second part 51b2 and the base casing
51d.
[0125] The vibrating body 51 may include a motor sup-
port portion 51e which supports the motor 52. The motor
support portion 51e may support a lower end of the motor
52. The motor support portion 51e is disposed between
the first part 51b1 and the second part 51b2. The motor
shaft 52a may be disposed through the motor support
portion 51e. The motor support portion 51e may be fixed
to the weight casing 51b, and may be integrally formed
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with the weight casing 51b.
[0126] The vibrating body 51 may include an elastic
member mount 51c with which one end of at least one
elastic member 60a engages. The elastic member mount
51c may be disposed on the upper portion of the vibrating
body 51. The elastic member mount 51c may be fixed to
the upper ends of the first part 51b1 and the second part
51b2. The elastic member mount 51c may be disposed
across the central axis Oc. The central shaft portion 75
may be disposed to penetrate the elastic member mount
51c.
[0127] The vibrating body 51 may form the central
groove 51h or the central hole into which the central shaft
portion 75 is inserted. The central groove 51h may be
formed an upper side and/or a lower side of the vibrating
body 51. In the present embodiment, the central groove
51h is formed in the elastic member mount 51c. A bearing
B1 is disposed in the central groove 51h so that the vi-
brating body 51 can be rotatably supported by the central
shaft portion 75.
[0128] The motor 52 may be disposed on the central
axis Oc. The motor 52 is disposed between the first ec-
centric portions 155 and 255 and the second eccentric
portions 156 and 256. The motor 52 has a motor shaft
52a disposed on the central axis Oc. The motor shaft 52a
protrudes downward and is connected to the transmis-
sion units 153 and 253. Accordingly, it is possible to pre-
vent eccentricity toward one side due to the weight of the
motor 52 about the central axis Oc.
[0129] The transmission units 153 and 253 include
center transmission units 153c and 253c which rotate
integrally with the motor shaft 52a. The center transmis-
sion units 153c and 253c may be fixed to the motor shaft
52a. The transmission units 153 and 253 may include
first transmission units 153a and 253a including gears or
belts which transmit the rotational forces of the center
transmission units 153c and 253c to the first eccentric
portions 155 and 255. The transmission units 153 and
253 may include second transmission units 153b and
253b including gears or belts which transmit the rotational
forces of the center transmission units 153c and 253c to
the second eccentric portions 156 and 256.
[0130] The first weight shaft 54a and the second weight
shaft 54b are formed as separate members. The first
weight shaft 54a is disposed on the first rotation axis Ow1.
The second weight shaft 54b is disposed on the second
rotation axis Ow2. The first weight shaft 54a and the sec-
ond weight shaft 54b are disposed in directions opposite
to each other based on the central axis Oc. The first
weight shaft 54a and the second weight shaft 54b are
symmetrically disposed based on the central axis Oc.
The first weight shaft 54a and the second weight shaft
54b are fixed to the vibrating body 51. The first weight
shaft 54a is disposed to penetrate the first rotating por-
tions 155b and 255b. The second weight shaft 54b is
disposed to penetrate the second rotating portions 156b
and 256b.
[0131] The first eccentric portions 155 and 255 and the

second eccentric portions 156 and 256 are disposed in
the directions opposite to each other based on the central
axis Oc. The first eccentric portions 155 and 255 and the
second eccentric portions 156 and 256 may be disposed
to face each other horizontally. The first eccentric por-
tions 155 and 255 may be disposed on one side +X of
the vibration directions +X and -X, and the second ec-
centric portions 156 and 256 may be disposed on the
other side -X.
[0132] The first eccentric portions 155 and 255 may
include the first weight member 55a and the first rotating
portions 155b and 255b. The first rotating portions 155b
and 255b may include a central portion 55b1 rotatably
contacting the first weight shaft 54a. The first weight shaft
54a is disposed to penetrate the central portion 55b1.
The central portion 55b1 extends along the first rotation
axis Ow1. The central portion 55b1 forms a central hole
along the first rotation axis Ow1. The central portion 55b1
may be formed in a pipe shape.
[0133] The first rotating portions 155b and 255b may
include a peripheral portion 55b2 seated on the central
portion 55b1. The central portion 55b1 is disposed to
penetrate the peripheral portion 55b2. The peripheral
portion 55b2 may be formed in a cylindrical shape ex-
tending along the first rotation axis Ow1 as a whole. A
seating groove 55b3 on which the first weight member
55a is seated may be formed in the peripheral portion
55b2. The seating groove 55b3 may be formed such that
an upper side thereof is open. A side surface in the cen-
trifugal direction of the seating groove 55b3 based on the
first rotation axis Ow1 may be formed to be blocked. The
peripheral portion 55b2 and the first weight member 55a
rotate integrally with each other.
[0134] The second eccentric portions 156 and 256 may
include a second weight member 56a and second rotat-
ing portions 156b and 256b. The second rotating portions
156b and 256b may include a central portion 56b1 rotat-
ably contacting the second weight shaft 54a. The second
weight shaft 54a is disposed to penetrate the central por-
tion 56b1. The central portion 56b1 extends along the
second rotation axis Ow2. The central portion 56b1 forms
a central hole along the second rotation axis Ow2. The
central portion 56b1 may be formed in a pipe shape.
[0135] The second rotating portions 156b and 256b
may include a peripheral portion 56b2 seated on the cen-
tral portion 56b1. The central portion 56b1 is disposed
to penetrate the peripheral portion 56b2. The peripheral
portion 56b2 may be formed in a cylindrical shape ex-
tending along the second rotation axis Ow2 as a whole.
The peripheral portion 56b2 may have a seating groove
56b3 on which the second weight member 56a is seated.
The seating groove 56b3 may be formed such that an
upper side thereof is open. A side surface of the seating
groove 56b3 in the centrifugal direction based on the sec-
ond rotation axis Ow2 may be formed to be blocked. The
peripheral portion 56b2 and the second weight member
56a rotate integrally with each other.
[0136] The hanger driving unit 58 includes a rotating
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protrusion 58c fixed to the vibrating body 51. An upper
end of the rotating protrusion 58c may be fixed to a lower
portion of the vibrating body 51. The rotating protrusion
58c rotates integrally with the vibrating body 51. The ro-
tation protrusion 58c is disposed to penetrate a lower
support portion 71 along the central axis Oc. A bearing
B2 is interposed between the rotation protrusion 58c and
the lower support portion 71, and thus, the rotating pro-
trusion 58c can be rotatably supported by the lower sup-
port portion 71. The rotating protrusion 58c can transmit
the rotational force of the vibrating body 51 to the con-
necting rods 58a and 58b.
[0137] The hanger driving unit 58 includes the connect-
ing rods 58a and 58b which transmit the rotational force
of the vibration module 50 to the hanger body 31. The
connecting rods 58a and 58b are fixed to the rotating
protrusion 58c, and rotate integrally with the rotating pro-
trusion 58c. The connecting rods 58a and 58b may be
fixed to the lower end of the rotating projection 58c. The
connecting rods 58a and 58b include a centrifugal exten-
sion portion 58b extending in the centrifugal direction Dr1
from the rotating projection 58c. A distal end of the cen-
trifugal extension portion 58b in the mesial direction Dr2
is fixed to the rotational projection 58c. The connecting
rods 58a and 58b include the protrusion 58a protruding
along the connection axis Oh. The protrusion 58a may
protrude downward from the distal end of the centrifugal
extension portion 58b in the centrifugal direction Dr1.
[0138] The vibration module 50 includes an elastic
member engaging portion 59 with which one end of the
elastic member 60 engages. When the vibration module
50 rotates about the central axis Oc, the elastic member
60 is elastically deformed by the elastic member engag-
ing portion 59, or a resilient force of the elastic member
60 is transmitted to the elastic member engaging portion
59. The elastic member engaging portion 59 may be dis-
posed to be fixed to the vibrating body 51.
[0139] The elastic member engaging portion 59 may
include a first engaging portion 59a with which one end
of the first elastic member 60a engages. The first engag-
ing portion 59a may be formed on an upper side of the
elastic member mount 51c. The elastic member engag-
ing portion 59 may include a second engaging portion
(not illustrated) with which one end of the second elastic
member 60b engages. The second catching portion is
formed on a lower side of the base casing 51d. The elastic
member engaging portion 59 may include a third engag-
ing portion (not illustrated) with which one end of the third
elastic member 60c engages. The third catching portion
may be formed on the connecting rods 58a and 58b.
[0140] The elastic member 60 may be disposed be-
tween the vibration module 50 and the support member
70. One end of the elastic member 60 is engaged by the
vibration module 50 and the other end thereof is engaged
by the elastic member seating portion 77 of the support
member 70. The elastic member 60 may include a torsion
spring.
[0141] A plurality of elastic members 60a, 60b, and 60c

may be provided. Each of the elastic member 60a, 60b,
and 60c is provided to be elastically deformed when the
vibration module 50 rotates in one of the clockwise di-
rection DI1 and the counterclockwise direction and elas-
tically restored when the vibration module 50 rotates in
the other direction.
[0142] The first elastic member 60a is disposed above
the vibration module 50. One end of the first elastic mem-
ber 60a may be engaged by the first engaging portion
59a, and the other end thereof may be engaged by the
first seating portion 77a of the support member 70. The
first elastic member 60a may include a torsion spring
disposed around the central shaft portion 75.
[0143] The second elastic member 60b is disposed be-
low the vibration module 50. One end of the second elas-
tic member 60b may be engaged by the second engaging
portion of the vibration module 50, and the other end
thereof may be engaged by the second seating portion
77b of the support member 70. The second elastic mem-
ber 60b may include a torsion spring disposed around
the rotation protrusion 58c.
[0144] The third elastic member 60c is disposed on a
lower side of the lower support portion 71. The third elas-
tic member 60c may be disposed between the lower sup-
port portion 71 and the connecting rods 58a and 58b.
One end of the third elastic member 60c may be engaged
by the third engaging portion of the vibration module 50,
and the other end thereof may be engaged by a third
seating portion (not illustrated) of the support member 70.
[0145] The support member 70 includes a lower sup-
port portion 71 disposed below the vibrating body 51.
The lower support portion 71 may be formed in a hori-
zontal plate shape. The lower support portion 71 has a
hole formed on the central axis Oc, through which the
rotating projection 58c penetrates. A bearing B2 is dis-
posed in the hole of the lower support portion 71 so that
the rotation protrusion 58c is rotatably supported.
[0146] The support member 70 includes an upper sup-
port portion 72 disposed above the vibrating body 51.
The upper support portion 72 may be formed in a hori-
zontal plate shape. The support member 70 includes a
central shaft portion 75 protruding along the central axis
Oc from the upper support portion 72. The central shaft
portion 75 may protrude downward from a lower surface
of the upper support portion 72. A lower end of the central
shaft portion 75 is inserted into the central groove 51h of
the vibrating body 51. The central shaft portion 75 rotat-
ably supports the vibrating body 51 through the bearing
B1.
[0147] The support member 70 includes the lower sup-
port portion 71 and a vertical extension portion 73 which
extend to be connected to the upper support portion 72.
The vertical extension portions 73 extend in the up-down
direction. A pair of vertical extension portions 73 may be
disposed on both ends of the upper support portion 72.
The upper support portion 72 may be fixed to the lower
support portion 71 by the vertical extension portions 73.
[0148] The support member 70 includes the elastic
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member seating portion 77 with which one end of the
elastic member 60 engages. The first seating portion 77a
is fixed to a lower surface of the upper supporting portion
72. The second seating portion 77b is disposed to be
fixed to an upper surface of the lower support portion 71.
The third seating portion is disposed to be fixed to the
lower surface of the lower support portion 71.
[0149] The vibration module 50 can be modularized to
be manufactured. The vibration module 50 manufactured
may be assembled together with the support member 70
and the elastic member 60. The support member 70 may
include the lower part 71 and the upper parts 72 and 73.
[0150] Referring to FIG. 8, an assembly process of the
modularized vibration module 50 and other parts will be
described as follows. First, the elastic member 60b is
assembled to the seating portion 77b disposed on an
upper surface of the lower part 71, and the elastic mem-
ber 60a is assembled to the elastic member engaging
portion 59a disposed on the upper side of the vibration
module 50. Thereafter, the upper parts 72 and 73 and
the lower parts 71 are disposed on the upper and lower
sides of the vibration module 50, and the upper parts 72
and 73 and the lower part 71 are fastened to each other.
In this case, the elastic member 60a is assembled to the
seating portion 77a disposed on the lower surfaces of
the upper parts 72 and 73, and the elastic member 60b
is assembled to an elastic member engaging portion (not
illustrated) disposed on the lower surface of the vibration
module 50.
[0151] Hereinafter, the vibration module 150 according
to the first embodiment will be described in more detail
with reference to FIGS. 9 to 11.
[0152] The transmission unit 153 according to the first
embodiment includes the gear-type center transmission
unit 153c. The central axis Oc may be provided across
the center of the center transmission unit 153c. The cent-
er transmission unit 153c may include a spur gear. The
transmission unit 153 may include the first transmission
unit 153a which rotates in engagement with the center
transmission unit 153c. The first transmission unit 153a
may include a spur gear. The transmission unit 153 may
include a second transmission unit 153b which rotates
in engagement with the center transmission unit 153c.
The second transmission unit 153b may include a spur
gear.
[0153] The transmission unit 153 includes a first trans-
mission shaft 153f which provides a function of a rotation
shaft of the first transmission unit 153a. The first trans-
mission shaft 153f may be fixed to the vibrating body 51.
Moreover, the transmission unit 153 includes a second
transmission axis 153g which provides a function of a
rotation shaft of the second transmission unit 153b. The
second transmission shaft 153g may be fixed to the vi-
brating body 51.
[0154] The first eccentric portion 155 according to the
first embodiment includes a tooth portion 155b4 which
engages with the first transmission unit 153a and re-
ceives a rotational force. The toothed portion 155b4 are

formed along a circumference of the peripheral portion
55b2. The rotational force of the motor shaft 52a is se-
quentially transmitted to the toothed portion 155b4
through the center transmission unit 153c and the first
transmission unit 153a.
[0155] The second eccentric portion 156 according to
the first embodiment includes a toothed portion 156b4
which engages with the second transmission unit 153b
and receives a rotational force. The toothed portion
156b4 are formed along a circumference of the peripheral
portion 56b2. The rotational force of the motor shaft 52a
is sequentially transmitted to the toothed portion 156b4
through the center transmission unit 153c and the second
transmission unit 153b.
[0156] For example, in FIG. 11, when the center trans-
mission unit 153c rotates in the clockwise direction, the
first transmission unit 153a and the second transmission
unit 153b rotate in the counterclockwise direction, and
the first eccentric portion 155 and the second eccentric
portion 156 rotates in the clockwise direction. In FIG. 11,
positions of the central axis Oc, the first rotation axis Ow1,
the second rotation axis Ow2, and the connection axis
Oh are illustrated.
[0157] Hereinafter, referring to FIGS. 12 and 13, the
vibration module 250 according to the second embodi-
ment will be described with reference to differences from
the first embodiment.
[0158] The transmission unit 253 according to the sec-
ond embodiment includes a pulley-type center transmis-
sion unit 253c. The central axis Oc may be provided
across the center of the center transmission unit 253c.
The transmission unit 253 may include the first transmis-
sion unit 253a wound and rotated around the center
transmission unit 253c. The first transmission unit 253a
may include a belt. The transmission unit 253 may include
a second transmission unit 253b wound and rotated
around the center transmission unit 253c. The second
transmission unit 253b may include a belt.
[0159] The center transmission unit 253c includes a
first pulley portion 253c1 around which the first transmis-
sion unit 253a is wound, and a second pulley portion
253c2 around which the second transmission unit 253b
is wound. The first pulley portion 253c1 and the second
pulley portion 253c2 may be arranged vertically.
[0160] The first eccentric portion 255 according to the
second embodiment includes a pulley portion 255b5
which is wound by the first transmission unit 253a and
receives a rotational force. The pulley portion 255b5 is
formed along a circumference of the peripheral portion
55b2. The rotational force of the motor shaft 52a is se-
quentially transmitted to the pulley portion 255b4 through
the center transmission unit 253c and the first transmis-
sion unit 253a.
[0161] The second eccentric portion 256 according to
the second embodiment includes a pulley portion 256b5
which is wound by the second transmission unit 253a
and receives a rotational force. The pulley portion 256b5
is formed along a circumference of the peripheral portion
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56b2. The rotational force of the motor shaft 52a is se-
quentially transmitted to the pulley portion 256b4 through
the center transmission unit 253c and the second trans-
mission unit 253a.
[0162] For example, in FIG. 13, when the center trans-
mission unit 253c rotates in the clockwise direction, the
first transmission unit 253a and the second transmission
unit 253b are wound around the center transmission unit
253c and rotate in the clockwise direction, and the 1 ec-
centric portion 255 and the second eccentric portion 256
rotate in the clockwise direction. In FIG. 13, the positions
of the central axis Oc, the first rotation axis Ow1, the
second rotation axis Ow2, and the connection axis Oh
are illustrated.
[0163] Hereinafter, referring to FIGS. 14 to 19, the con-
figurations of the vibration module 350, the elastic mem-
ber 360, and the support member 370 according to the
third embodiment will be described in detail.
[0164] The vibrating body 351 may include the weight
casing 351b which accommodates the first eccentric por-
tion 355 and the second eccentric portion 356 therein.
The weight casing 351b is disposed at a position spaced
apart from the central axis Oc in the centrifugal direction
Dr1.
[0165] The weight casing 351b may include a first part
351b1 forming an upper portion and a second part 351b2
forming a lower portion. The second part 351b2 may form
an inner space forming a lower surface and a circumfer-
ential surface, and the first part 351b1 may cover an up-
per portion of the inner space. The first eccentric portion
355 and the second eccentric portion 356 may be dis-
posed vertically in the inner space of the weight casing
351b. The weight casing 351b may be coupled to motor
352. A hole into which the motor shaft 352a is inserted
may be formed on a side surface of the weight casing
351b.
[0166] The vibrating body 351 may include a base cas-
ing 351d rotatably supported on the central shaft portion
375. The central shaft portion 375 is disposed to pene-
trate the base casing 351d. The bearing B is interposed
between the central shaft portion 375 and the base casing
351d. The base casing 351d is disposed between the
weight casing 351b and an elastic member mount 351c.
[0167] The vibrating body 351 may include a motor
support portion 351e which supports the motor 352. The
motor support portion 351e may support a lower end of
the motor. The motor support portion 351e may be dis-
posed between the weight casing 351b and the base
casing 351d.
[0168] The vibrating body 351 may include the elastic
member mount 351c with which one end of the elastic
member 360 engages. When the vibration module 350
performs rotational vibration motion, the elastic member
mount 351c presses the elastic member 360 or receives
a restoring force from the elastic member 360.
[0169] The elastic member mount 351c may be dis-
posed on one end of the centrifugal direction Dr1 of the
vibrating body 351. The elastic member mount 351c may

be extended to connect a portion between the central
axis Oc and the connection axis Oh. The elastic member
mount 351c may extend in a centrifugal direction Dr1 to
form a distal end. The elastic member mount 351c is
disposed on a side opposite to the first and second rota-
tion axes Ow1 and Ow2 based on the central axis Oc.
The elastic member mount 351c may be fixed to the base
casing 351d. The elastic member mount 351c, the base
casing 351d, and the motor support 351e may be inte-
grally formed with each other.
[0170] The motor 352 may be disposed at a position
spaced apart from the central axis Oc. The motor 352
may be disposed between the central axis Oc and the
first and second rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2. The motor
352 has the motor shaft 352a that is vertically disposed
with the central axis Oc. The motor shaft 352a may pro-
trude in a centrifugal direction Dr1 from the motor. The
motor shaft 352a protrude to be inserted into a portion
between the first eccentric portion 355 and the second
eccentric portion 356. The motor shaft 352a is connected
to the transmission unit 353.
[0171] The transmission unit 353 includes a bevel gear
353a which rotates integrally with the motor shaft 352a.
The bevel gear 353a forms a plurality of gear teeth ar-
ranged along the circumferential direction of the motor
shaft 352a. Assuming an imaginary straight line disposed
along a rotation axis of the motor shaft 352a, the bevel
gear 353a includes a plurality of gear teeth having an
inclination closer to the imaginary straight line as the gear
teeth go in a protruding direction of the motor shaft 352a.
The bevel gear 353a is disposed between the first ec-
centric portion 355 and the second eccentric portion 356.
[0172] The transmission unit 353 may include a trans-
mission shaft 353g rotatably supporting the bevel gear
353a. One end of the transmission shaft 353g may be
fixed to the weight shaft 354 and the other end thereof
may be inserted into the center of the bevel gear 353a.
The transmission shaft 353g may be fixed to the central
portion of the weight shaft 354. The transmission shaft
353g is disposed between the first eccentric portion 355
and the second eccentric portion 356.
[0173] The weight shaft 354 provides the function of
the first rotation axis Ow1 and the function of the second
rotation axis Ow2. The weight shaft 354 is disposed on
the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2. The weight shaft 354 is
disposed at a position spaced apart from the central axis
Oc in the centrifugal direction Dr1. The weight shaft 354
is fixed to the vibrating body 351. The upper and lower
ends of the weight shaft 354 are fixed to the weight casing
351b. The weight shaft 354 is disposed through the first
rotating portion 355b and the second rotating portion
356b.
[0174] The first eccentric portion 355 and the second
eccentric portion 356 may be arranged to be spaced apart
from each other along the central axis Oc. The first ec-
centric portion 355 and the second eccentric portion 356
may be disposed to face each other vertically. The first
eccentric portion 355 may be disposed above the second
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eccentric portion 356.
[0175] The first eccentric portion 355 may include the
first weight member 355a and the first rotating portion
355b. The first rotating portion 355b may include a central
portion 355b1 rotatably contacting the weight shaft 354.
The weight shaft 354 is disposed to penetrate the central
portion 355b1. The central portion 355b1 extends along
the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2. The central portion
355b1 forms a central hole along the rotation axes Ow1
and Ow2. The central portion 355b1 may be formed in a
pipe shape.
[0176] The first rotating portion 355b may include a
peripheral portion 355b2 seated on the central portion
355b1. The central portion 355b1 is disposed to pene-
trate the peripheral portion 355b2. The peripheral portion
355b2 may be formed in a cylindrical shape extending
along the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2 as a whole. The
peripheral portion 355b2 may have a seating groove
355b3 on which the first weight member 355a is seated.
The seating groove 355b3 may be formed such that an
upper side thereof is open. A side surface of the seating
groove 355b about the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2 in
the centrifugal direction may be formed to be blocked.
The peripheral portion 355b2 and the first weight member
355a rotate integrally with each other.
[0177] The first eccentric portion 355 includes a
toothed portion 355b4 which engages with the bevel gear
353a and receives a rotational force. The toothed portion
355b4 is formed on a lower surface of the peripheral por-
tion 355b2. The toothed portion 355b4 is disposed
around the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2 in the circumfer-
ential direction. The toothed portion 355b4 has an incli-
nation closer to the upper side as the toothed portion
355b4 goes away from the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2.
[0178] The second eccentric portion 356 may include
a second weight member 356a and a second rotating
portion 356b. The second rotating portion 356b may in-
clude a central portion 356b1 rotatably contacting the
weight shaft 354. The weight shaft 354 is disposed to
penetrate the central portion 356b1. The central portion
356b1 extends along the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2.
The central portion 356b1 forms a central hole along the
rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2. The central portion 356b1
may be formed in a pipe shape.
[0179] The second rotating portion 356b may include
a peripheral portion 356b2 seated on the central portion
356b1. The central portion 356b1 is disposed to pene-
trate the peripheral portion 356b2. The peripheral portion
356b2 may be formed in a cylindrical shape extending
along the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2 as a whole. The
peripheral portion 356b2 may have a seating groove
356b3 on which a second weight member 356a is seated.
The seating groove 356b3 may be formed such that a
lower side thereof is open. A side surface of the seating
groove 356b3 about the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2 in
the centrifugal direction may be formed to be blocked.
The peripheral portion 356b2 and the second weight
member 356a rotate integrally with each other.

[0180] The second eccentric portion 356 includes a
toothed portion 356b4 which engages with the bevel gear
353a and receives a rotational force. The toothed portion
356b4 is formed on an upper surface of the peripheral
portion 356b2. The toothed portion 356b4 is disposed
around the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2 in the circumfer-
ential direction. The toothed portion 356b4 has an incli-
nation closer to the lower side as the toothed portion
356b4 goes away from the rotation axes Ow1 and Ow2.
[0181] For example, in FIG. 19, when the motor shaft
352a and the bevel gear 353g rotate in one direction, the
first eccentric portion 355 rotates in the counterclockwise
direction, and the second eccentric portion 356 rotates
in the clockwise direction. The first eccentric portion 355
and the second eccentric portion 356 rotate in directions
opposite to each other.
[0182] The hanger driving unit 358 includes the con-
necting rods 358a and 358b fixed to the vibrating body
351. Upper ends of the connecting rods 358a and 358b
may be fixed to the vibrating body 351. The connecting
rods 358a and 358b rotate integrally with the vibrating
body 351. The connecting rods 358a and 358b may be
disposed on the connection axis Oh. The connecting rods
358a and 358b may transmit the rotational force of the
vibrating body 351 to the hanger body 31.
[0183] The connecting rods 358a and 358b may in-
clude the vertical extension portion 358b extending in an
up-down direction. The vertical extension portion 358b
may extend along the connection axis Oh. An upper end
of the vertical extension portion 358b may be fixed to the
elastic member mount 351c. The connecting rods 358a
and 358b include the protrusions 358a formed on a distal
end of the vertical extension portion 358b. The protrusion
358a is disposed on a lower end of the vertical extension
358b.
[0184] The vibration module 350 includes the elastic
member engaging portion 359 with which one end of the
elastic member 360 engages. When the vibration module
350 rotates about the central axis Oc, the elastic member
360 is elastically deformed by the elastic member engag-
ing portion 359, or the resilient force of the elastic member
360 is transmitted to the elastic member engaging portion
359. The elastic member engaging portion 359 is dis-
posed on the elastic member mount 351c.
[0185] The elastic member engaging portion 359 may
include the first engaging portion 359a with which one
end of the first elastic member 360a engages. The first
engaging portion 359a may be formed on one side +X of
the elastic member mount 351c. The elastic member en-
gaging portion 359 may include the second engaging por-
tion 359b with which one end of the second elastic mem-
ber 360b engages. The second engaging portion 359b
may be formed on the other side -X of the elastic member
mount 351c.
[0186] The elastic member 360 may be disposed be-
tween the vibration module 350 and the support member
370. One end of the elastic member 360 is engaged by
the vibration module 350 and the other end thereof is
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engaged by the elastic member seating portion 377 of
the support member 370. The elastic member 360 may
include a tension spring and/or a compression spring. A
pair of elastic members 360a and 360b may be disposed
on both sides of the connection axis Oh in the vibration
directions +X and -X. The elastic member 360 may be
disposed at a position spaced apart from the central axis
Oc.
[0187] The plurality of elastic members 360a and 360b
may be provided. Each of the elastic members 360a and
360b may be provided to be elastically deformed when
the vibration module 350 rotates in one of the clockwise
direction DI1 and the counterclockwise direction D12,
and restored elastically when the vibration module 350
rotates in the other direction. Each of the elastic members
360a and 360b may be provided to be elastically de-
formed when the hanger body 31 moves in one of the
vibration directions +X and -X and elastically restored
when the hanger body 31 moves in the other direction.
[0188] The first elastic member 360a is disposed on
one side +X of the vibrating body 351. One end of the
first elastic member 360a may engage with the first en-
gaging portion 359a, and the other end thereof may en-
gage with the first seating portion 377a of the support
member 370. The first elastic member 360a may include
a spring which is elastically deformed and elastically re-
stored in the vibration directions +X and -X.
[0189] The second elastic member 360b is disposed
on the other side -X of the vibrating body 351. The elastic
member mount 351c is disposed between the first elastic
member 360a and the second elastic member 360b. One
end of the second elastic member 360b may engage with
the second engaging portion 359b, and the other end
thereof may engage with the second seating portion 377b
of the support member 370. The second elastic member
360b may include a spring which is elastically deformed
and elastically restored in the vibration directions +X and
-X.
[0190] The support member 370 includes the central
shaft portion 375 protruding along the central axis Oc.
The central shaft portion 375 may protrude upward from
a central shaft support 376. The central shaft portion 375
is inserted into a hole formed in the vibrating body 351.
The central shaft portion 375 rotatably supports the vi-
brating body 351 through the bearing B.
[0191] The support member 370 may include a central
axis support 376 to which the central shaft portion 375
is fixed. The central shaft support 376 may be disposed
to be spaced downward from the vibrating body 351. The
central shaft support 376 is fixed to the frame 10.
[0192] The support member 370 includes the elastic
member seating portion 377 to which one end of the elas-
tic member 360 is fixed. The elastic member seating por-
tion 377 is fixed to the frame 10. The elastic member
seating portion 377 may be fixed to the inner frame 11a.
The first seating portion 377a and the second seating
portion 377b are disposed to be spaced apart from each
other in the directions opposite to each other about the

connection axis Oh.

Claims

1. A clothing treatment apparatus comprising:

a frame;
a hanger body which is disposed to be movable
to the frame and is provided to hang clothing or
a hanger;
a vibrating body which is rotatably provided
about a predetermined central axis having a
fixed relative position to the frame;
a first eccentric portion which is supported by
the vibrating body and rotates with eccentric
weight about a predetermined first rotation axis
spaced apart from the central axis;
a second eccentric portion which is supported
by the vibrating body and rotates with eccentric
weight about a predetermined second rotation
axis which is spaced apart from the central axis
and is the same as or parallel to the first rotation
axis; and
a hanger driving unit which is disposed in the
vibrating body and is connected to the hanger
body at a position spaced apart from the central
axis,
wherein a centrifugal force of the first eccentric
portion with respect to the first rotation axis and
a centrifugal force of the second eccentric por-
tion with respect to the second rotation axis are
provided to be reinforced with each other when
the vibrating body generates a rotational force
about the central axis, and are provided in di-
rections opposite to each other when the vibrat-
ing body does not generate the rotational force.

2. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
1, wherein the centrifugal force of the first eccentric
portion with respect to the first rotation axis and the
centrifugal force of the second eccentric portion with
respect to the second rotation axis are provided to
cancel each other when the rotational force is not
generated.

3. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
2, wherein the centrifugal force of the first eccentric
portion with respect to the first rotation axis and the
centrifugal force of the second eccentric portion with
respect to the second rotation axis are provided to
completely cancel each other when the rotational
force is not generated.

4. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
1, wherein i a rotation radius of a center of gravity of
the first eccentric portion with respect to the first ro-
tation axis and ii a rotation radius of a center of gravity
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of the second eccentric portion with respect to the
second rotation axis are provided to be same as each
other, and weight of the first eccentric portion and
weight of the second eccentric portion are provided
to be same as each other.

5. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
4, wherein i a distance between the first rotation axis
and the central axis ii a distance between the second
rotation axis and the central axis are provided to be
same as each other.

6. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
4, wherein the hanger driving unit transmits an ex-
citing force to the hanger body on a predetermined
connection axis parallel to the central axis,
a distance between the connection axis and the cen-
tral axis is smaller than a distance between the first
rotation axis and the central axis, and
the distance between the connection axis and the
central axis is smaller than a distance between the
second rotation axis and the central axis.

7. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
1, wherein the first rotation axis and the second ro-
tation axis are spaced apart from the central axis in
the same direction as each other or in directions op-
posite to each other.

8. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
7, wherein the first rotation axis and the second ro-
tation axis are spaced apart from the central axis in
the directions opposite to each other.

9. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
8, further comprising:

a motor having a motor shaft which is provided
in the vibrating body and disposed on the central
axis; and
a transmission unit which is disposed in the vi-
brating body and transmits a rotational force of
the motor to each of the first eccentric portion
and the second eccentric portion.

10. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
1, wherein the first rotation axis and the second ro-
tation axis are disposed to be symmetrical to each
other about the center axis.

11. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
1, wherein i an angular speed of the first eccentric
portion about the first rotation axis and ii an angular
speed of the second eccentric portion about the sec-
ond rotation axis are preset to be same as each oth-
er.

12. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim

11, further comprising:

a motor which is provided in the vibrating body;
and
a transmission unit which is disposed in the vi-
brating body and transmits a rotational force of
the motor to each of the first eccentric portion
and the second eccentric portion.

13. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
11, wherein the transmission unit includes
a center transmission unit which integrally rotates
with a motor shaft of the motor,
a first transmission unit which includes a gear or a
belt for transmitting a rotational force of the center
transmission unit to the first eccentric portion, and
a second transmission unit which includes a gear or
a belt for transmitting the rotational force of the center
transmission unit to the second eccentric portion.

14. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
12, wherein the first eccentric portion includes
a first rotating portion which comes into contact with
the transmission unit and rotates about the first ro-
tation axis, and
a first weight member which is fixed to the first rotat-
ing portion and is disposed in an angular range within
180° about the first rotation axis at an arbitrary time
point, and
the second eccentric portion includes
a second rotating portion which comes into contact
with the transmission unit and rotates about the sec-
ond rotation axis, and
a second weight member which is fixed to the second
rotating portion and is disposed in an angular range
within 180° about the second rotation axis at an ar-
bitrary time point,

15. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
12, wherein the hanger body includes a hanger driv-
en unit connected to the hanger driving unit and is
provided to be vibrated in a predetermined direction
(+X, -X), and
one of the hanger driving unit and the hanger driven
unit forms a slit extending in a direction (+Y, -Y) in-
tersecting the vibration direction (+X, -X) and the oth-
er forms a protrusion which protrudes in parallel to
the central axis and forms a protrusion inserted into
the slit.

16. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
15, further comprising:

a hanger support portion which is fixed to the
frame; and
a hanger movable portion which connects the
hanger support portion and the hanger body to
each other and is formed to be movable in the
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vibration direction.

17. The clothing treatment apparatus according to claim
1, further comprising:
a support member which is fixed to the frame and
rotatably supports the vibrating body.

18. A clothing treatment apparatus comprising:

a frame;
a hanger module including a hanger body which
is disposed to be movable to the frame and is
provided to hang clothing or a hanger; and
a vibration module which generates vibrations,
wherein the vibration module includes
a vibrating body which is rotatably provided
about a predetermined central axis having a
fixed relative position to the frame,
a first eccentric portion which is supported by
the vibrating body and rotates with eccentric
weight about a predetermined first rotation axis
spaced apart from the central axis,
a second eccentric portion which is supported
by the vibrating body and rotates with eccentric
weight about a predetermined second rotation
axis which is spaced apart from the central axis
and is the same as or parallel to the first rotation
axis, and
a hanger driving unit which is fixed to the vibrat-
ing body and is connected to the hanger body
at a position spaced apart from the central axis,
when weight of the first eccentric portion is ec-
centric to the first rotation axis in one direction
(D1) of a clockwise direction (D11) and a coun-
terclockwise direction (D12) based on the cen-
tral axis, weight of the second eccentric portion
is provided to be eccentric to the second rotation
axis in the one direction (D1), and
when the weight of the first eccentric portion is
eccentric to the first rotation axis in one direction
(D2) of a centrifugal direction (Dr1) and a mesial
direction (Dr2) based on the central axis, the
weight of the second eccentric portion is provid-
ed to be eccentric to the second rotation axis in
a direction opposite to the one direction (D2).

19. A clothing treatment apparatus comprising:

a frame;
a hanger module including a hanger body which
is disposed to be movable to the frame and is
provided to hang clothing or a hanger; and
a vibration module which generates vibrations,
wherein the vibration module includes
a vibrating body which is rotatably provided
about a predetermined central axis having a
fixed relative position to the frame,
a first eccentric portion which is supported by

the vibrating body and rotates with eccentric
weight about a predetermined first rotation axis
spaced apart from the central axis,
a second eccentric portion which is supported
by the vibrating body and rotates with eccentric
weight about a predetermined second rotation
axis which is spaced apart from the central axis
and is the same as or parallel to the first rotation
axis, and
a hanger driving unit which is disposed in the
vibrating body and is connected to the hanger
body at a position spaced apart from the central
axis,
when weight of the first eccentric portion gener-
ates a centrifugal force with respect to the first
rotation axis in one direction (D1) of a clockwise
direction (D11) and a counterclockwise direction
(D12) based on the central axis, the second ec-
centric portion is provided to generate a centrif-
ugal force with respect to the second rotation
axis in the one direction (D1), and
when the first eccentric portion generates a cen-
trifugal force with respect to the first rotation axis
in one direction (D2) of a centrifugal direction
(Dr1) and a mesial direction (Dr2) based on the
central axis, the second eccentric portion is pro-
vided to generate a centrifugal force with respect
to the second rotation axis in a direction opposite
to the one direction (D2).

20. A clothing treatment apparatus comprising:

a frame which forms an exterior and forms a
treatment space in which clothing is accommo-
dated;
a hanger module which is movable to the frame
in an upper portion of the treatment space and
is provided to hang the clothing or a hanger;
a vibration module which is supported by the
frame and generates vibrations in the hanger
module,
wherein the vibration module includes
a motor which rotates a central axis formed in
an up-down direction,
a first eccentric portion which is connected to
the motor to be rotated and rotates with eccentric
weight about a first rotation axis spaced apart
to be parallel to the central axis,
a second eccentric portion which is connected
to the motor to be rotated and rotates with ec-
centric weight about a second rotation axis
spaced apart to be parallel in a direction oppo-
site to the first rotation axis from the central axis,
a vibrating body which supports the motor, ro-
tatably supports the first eccentric portion and
the second eccentric portion, and is rotated by
a centrifugal force of the first eccentric portion
with respect to the first rotation axis and a cen-
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trifugal force of the second eccentric portion with
respect to the second rotation axis in a clockwise
direction and a counterclockwise direction within
a predetermined angle range based on the cen-
tral axis, and
a hanger driving unit which transmits a rotational
force of the vibrating body rotating within the pre-
determined angle range to the hanger module.
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